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Williams, Harrison, Howard, and Payne confirm
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201). Each of the lynchings was carried out in the
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Florida, but is instead more concerned with the

frequency as many of their counterparts in neigh‐
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lynching garnered. By placing her study in an in‐
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in their positions of power, and, according to a
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Although
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investigation

Hobbs is at her most compelling when dis‐

closed and no one faced prosecution, federal in‐
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tervention, Hobbs contends, “sent a clear message

in North Florida continue to grapple with the

that the federal government would involve itself

lynchings she examined. Despite reports in the

in the fight to stamp out lynching violence” (p.

white press and in local legal proceedings, Hobbs
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Florida came to an end.
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1945 and the federal government opened an in‐
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African American community to “exercise control

Caldwell did not remove local law enforcement

over, and extract cultural value from, the memory
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